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How a liquid in a vapor， ora mixture of liquids， behaves in the vicinity of solid surfaces 
or walls has long been an important problem in fundamental science as well錨 inapplications. 
Typical examples include wetting phenomena and surface-directed phase separation. In many 
cases such phenomena can be described theoretically in terms of a conserved order parameter 
ψ(r). In a semi-infinite on←dimensional system where a wall is located at z = 0， the free energy 
of the total system can be formally written in terms of ψas 
仰いけ∞dz[ん川+ト(会ψ(Z)"l+ん州， (1) 
where fb is the local free energy density in the bulk and fs represents the localized interaction 
between ψand the wall. When the effect of hydrodynamic fl.ow is neglected and only a diffusion 
process for the relaxation of ψis considered， the equation of motion for ψin the bulk reads 
か川 (2) 
where M is the mobility that can be dependent on ψand z. Although eq. (2) is well-defined 
and readily discretized in the bulk， the time evolution of the order p紅 ameterat the wall，ψ(0)， 
is not trivial and cannot be described straightforwardly by eq. (2). The aim of the present 
study is to discuss how the dynamics of ψ(0) should be numerically treated and to comp訂 eour 
treatment with the previous ones for the same problem. 
We discretize the system with the spacing s and define仇 =ψ(is)for i三o.The free 
energy (1) is discretized accordingly using a trapezoidal rule and the discretized version of the 
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conservation ofψreads (d/dt)乞立。(ψけ ψi+t}/2= O. When we define the discretized functional 
derivative of F from the bulk contribution部 6凡/<5ψi= fb(ψi)一κ(ψi-l-2'lti +ψi+t}/ム2for 
i 2:1 and fb(ψ0) -κ(ψ0-2ψ1十ψ2)/ム2for i = 0， we can show that the equations for the time 
evolution of ψi's in the case of M = 1 can be written as[l] 
θ1 (<5Fb ，.dFb. <5Fb¥ 一一|一一一 -2一一+一一) (i三2)，θt'n - /).2 ¥<5ψi-l -dψ. <5ψi+l) (3) 
θ1 (<5Fb "，d凡 dFb. 2 ( -3wo + 4ψ1 -ψ1¥ {κ YV I ~'t" 1 't"~+以内) ~ ) 
8tV'1一本E¥δψo <5ψ1 δψ; -r /). t-" 2ム J) 
θ2 ( <5Fb . <5凡 2(3ψ。+4ψ1-ψ2. ..11' ，) ¥ 
-ψ0= すー{一一一十一一一一{一κ γ γ + f~(ψ。)> ) θtιr¥ <51/Jo ' dψ/). l'- 2ム J)
(4) 
(5) 
We can easily find that eq. (3) is the discretized version of eq. (2) and that the factor 
1/ム2arises from the discretization of the Laplacia且 Thefactor 2/ムassociatedwith the surface 
contribution in eqs. (4) and (5) is not trivial， but it can be considered槌 originatedfrom the 
<5 function implicit in fs. The necessity of including a factorム-1in the surface contribution 
has already beenぽ guedheuristically by Henderson and Cl訂 ke[2].One might suspect that this 
factor could yield some anomaly in the limitム→ O.We can show analytically using a discrete 
Fourier transform that such anomaly does not occur and simple test calculations also confirm 
this[l]. 
Finally we comment on the correspondence of our model to the widely-used continuum model 
by Puri and Binder (PB) [3] for the same problem. The PB model originates from the Kawasaki 
spin-exchange lattice model in the presence of walls[4]. Our model has direct correspondence to 
the PB model ifムisidentified with the spacing of the originallattice model， and the same grid 
spacing is used for the discretization of the PB model. On the contrary， a naively-discretized 
version of the PB model without taking care of the choice of the grid spacing cannot give a 
correct result. We also notice that in our model， the explicit ncトfl.uxboundary condition at the 
wall is not necessary， because we deal with the conservation of ψin the rigorous manner. 
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